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I 
This invention relates to new and useful im 

provements in radio cabinet and indicator. More 
speci?cally the invention relates to the dial ex 
posure of the cabinet. In this character the 
invention has for its provision the arrangement 
of a dial formed to provide adjacent viewing sur 
faces arranged in different planes with respect 
to each other whereby maximum view of the 
dial may be had. 

It is the common practice in the radio art to 
provide each radio cabinet with a dial. This dial 
is usually placed either on top of the radio cabinet 
or in one of its side or end walls. Whether placed 
‘on the top or in the side or end walls of the 
cabinet, there can be had but a minimum degree 
of view. For instance, when placed in the side or 
ends of the cabinet, one standing erect and look 
ing down upon the radio cabinet, especially when 
the cabinet is disposed upon a lower shelf of a 
table having a plurality of shelves or upon the 
top shelf of such table, it is necessary to stoop 
over to a position which will afford a view of the 
dial. Likewise, if the dial is placed in the top of 
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the cabinet, one whose line of vision is below the 4 
top plane of the cabinet will have very little view, 
if any, of the dial. At any rate, in such position 
one would not have a view of the dial such as 
would enable accurate adjustment of the dial, 
With these objections to the present type of 

radio cabinets in mind, it is a principal object of 
the invention to provide a radio cabinet in which 
the dial is so situated and is so formed as to pro 
vide more than one viewing surface, thereby en 
abling one to view the dial irrespective of his 
position, that is, a position erect or a position in 
which the line of vision is below the top surface 
of the radio cabinet. 
Other objects will appear hereinafter. 
The invention consists in the novel combina 

tion and arrangement of parts to be hereinafter 
described and claimed. 
The invention will be best understood by ref 

erence to the accompanying drawings showing 
the preferred form of construction, and in which: 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of an illustrative 
radio cabinet showing my improved dial embodi 
ment associated therewith; 

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of my dial embodi 
ment; 

Fig. 3 is a fragmentary vertical sectional detail 
view showing the method of attaching the dial to 
adjacent walls of the radio cabinet; and 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary perspective view of a 
dial embodiment showing a slightly modi?ed form 
of construction, 
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2 
The drawings illustrate the preferred form of 

construction by which the several objects of my 
invention are accomplished. In these drawings, 
II! indicates a radio cabinet. This radio cabinet, 
except as hereinafter pointed out, may be of any 
approved form or design which includes a loud 
speaker grille I l and control knobs I3. While 
I have shown this loud speaker grille I I and con 
trol knobs I3 located on the front wall I4 of the 
cabinet, it is obvious that their position may be 
changed without departing from the spirit of this 
invention. 
In this cabinet I5 there is provided along one 

edge I5 thereof an elongated opening it which 
opens upwardly through the marginal edge ll of 
the top wall I8 and outwardly through the mar 
ginal edge I9 of one of the walls 25] of the radio 
cabinet II]. This opening I6 is preferably closed 
by a transparent closure 2| hereinafter referred 
to as the “dial window.” The dial window 2| is 
connected in its position with respect to the radio 
cabinet I0 in the manner shown in Fig. 3, which 
includes providing grooves 22 along the longitu 
dinal edges of the window 2 I, for the reception of 
ribs 23 provided by reducing the longitudinal 
marginal edge portions 24 of the walls of the cab 
inet de?ning the opening I6, In mounting this 
window 2I in its position as shown in Fig. 3, the 
window is slightly compressed so as to snap the 
ribs 23 into the grooves 22 of the window 2|. 
A part of the radio chassis is indicated at 24, 

and this part 24 of the radio chassis supports the 
dial 25. This dial 25 is bent to present an L 
shaped formation in cross section providing a 
vertical viewing surface 26 and a horizontal view 
ing surface 21 disposed, as shown in opposite 
planes with respect to each‘ other. On each of 
these surfaces 26 and 21, there appears a scale 
28 comprising a plurality of markings of equal 
length and equally spaced from each other and 
divided into groups by a plurality of markings 
29 of a somewhat greater length. At the points 
30 of these markings 29, appear the numeral in 
dicia 3 I. 
An indicator or pointer is shown at 32, and this 

pointer is supported by a U-shaped guide 33 in 
the groove 34 of which extends the edge 35 of the 
dial 25, the said dial being connected in any suit 
able manner to the bracket 36, as shown in Fig. 
3. This indicator or pointer is connected to a 
belt or cord 37, which in turn is connected in a 
suitable manner (not shown) well known in the 
art, to the dial-operating knob, which may be any 
one of the knobs I3, the arrangement being such 
that upon movement of the belt or cord 31, the 
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indicator 32 will be moved over the viewing sur 
faces 26 and 21. 
By the embodiment of a dial construction such 

as hereinbefore described in a radio cabinet, it is 
manifest that the angle of view of the dial is 
greatly increased and that the dial may be read 
from a position looking down upon the radio 
or from a position directly in front of it or at an 
angle with respect to the front of the radio cabi 
net. ' 

In Fig. 4, Ihave shown a modi?ed-form- of ‘con 
struction of the dial. In this form of dial, 38 rep 
resents the out-er convex ?eld of an area suffi 
ciently large to provide the adjacent “viewing ‘.su-r- , 
faces and to accommodate the scales and the nu 
meral indicia. In each form itis preferab-lyin 
tended, although not necessary, that. theutwzo. 
viewing ?elds be separated by demarcation line,v 
which, in the present instance, maybe. either. 
printed upon the dial or be a narrow metal strip 
such as indicated. at- 39 -_1 
Whiteszhavefiuustratedaadidescrite steers-s. 

fertedsfermtof: cen-struetiqn;fer-,-calt , > ~ - 

vention :intoe?ect, t1,1is>,iS,-,:capablev o, , _ 

and 1. mpdiiicatioa WibhOlll': departing from; the 
spirit;sotv'thesinvention. _ I, th6¥6f0¥€n doinot wish 
t?xbe limtted‘rtoitheprecisei“details ,ofycoristrucr 
tion set ;-forth,-. but; ?es. .e. tosavailsmyselfqof 1 Such 
variations and-:modiiications ‘as some within ‘the 
scope, of :thesappended ;;c-1aims., ‘ 
Having-thus described-my. invention», I 

claim as new and desire to protect by Lettersl’atr 
ent is: I a 

1. Atradio-ucabinemhaving an opening- formed 
therein,» Etta the} ‘junction’. of- two right‘ angularly 
disposed walls: a transparent closuresfor. said 
opening,- a-“dial formed substantially .-L-shap.e.d in 
cross» section .. to provide.v rectangularly ‘ disposed 
viewing surfaces/beneath ‘said- closurewith each 
of ethe. surfaceseprov-ided with scaleindicia there, 
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on with the opposite indicia of the scales being‘ 
of a common value, an indicator bent substan 
tially L-shaped to provide longitudinally disposed 
portions conforming to the shape of and movable 
over the viewing surfaces, and means for mov 
ing said indicator. 

2. A radio cabinet having an opening formed 
therein .at the junction of two right angularly 
disposed walls, a transparent closure for said 
opening,» avbdial formedsubstantially;;L;shaped in 
cross section ‘.togprovide; rectangularly , disposed 
viewing surfaces beneath said closure with each 
of the surfaces provided with scale indicia there 
onwith the opposite indicia of the scales being 
‘of a common value, a member at the heel of said 
Leshaped diatnividing the dial into said viewing 
surfaces, an indicator bent substantially L 
shaped to provide longitudinally disposed portions 
conforming to the shape of and movable over the 
viewing surfaces, and means for moving said in 
dieters 
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